Introduction to

GlassWrite PowerPlane® Table
TM

Clear with wood veneer substrate

Back-painted white with optional
custom aperture for power module

The height adjustable PowerPlane® Table makes a grand return to the Egan Visual lineup, and for the first time with
an all glass surface. Available in two distinct styles, the Egan GlassWrite™ PowerPlane Table excels on both form and
function. The GlassWrite surface features low-iron tempered safety glass (PPG Starphire®) for high optical clarity, and
reduced tint. Specify almost any color or choose clear and specify a sub-glass plane in any of a number of wood veneers.
To adjust the height, simply tilt the switch (two on every table for easy accessibility) or use the free Bluetooth® app.

THE REMARKABLE ABILITIES OF THE POWERPLANE®
1.

A powered height-adjustable table with a modern and elegant Egan GlassWrite surface.
Dry erase compatible.

2.

Two distinct styles: clear with an Etex backing, or Wood Veneer under clear glass.

3.

Height adjustment via the switches or the free Bluetooth® app, which also offers
additional features such as a sit/stand reminder.

4.

Plug in your GlassWrite PowerPlane Table to the wall or use the optional battery
pack and move your table anywhere in the room.

FEATURES
Surface Size

Surface Shape

Switches

In standard or custom, build your
surface to widths of: 48”, 60”, 72”,
96” and depths of: 42” and 48.”

Choose from standard: Rectilinear
or a variety of optional shapes:
Convex, Race or Boat or Custom.

Two intuitive lift/lower switches
allow you to easily and accessibly
adjust the height to your liking.

Surface Height
Control height adjustment from
25” to 50”, quietly at ~1” per second.
Available in plug-in or battery pack.

Surface Color

Bluetooth® Compatible App

Available in ‘Clear over Veneer’, or
choose from almost any standard or
custom color. EganINK™ compatible
for a truly unique table surface.

Adjust the height of your table via
the free Bluetooth® app, which also
offers additional features (iOS and
Android compatible).		
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@Marketing: Note that GlassWrite is a trademark of Egan Visual but PowerPlane is in fact a Registered Trademark of Egan Visual

